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December 2014 Newsletter

by Lilian Mustelier

Words with more than two of the same letters have always fascinated me. I automatically assume…sometimes incorrectly on my part…. the word
is of a foreign origin. In America that is, more often than not, of native origin, sometimes derived from Latin. Mississippi, Cross-section, Bell-like
and Bee-eater are a good example of that. Somewhat less complicated to remember the spelling of is: PARALLEL.

Parallel according to Webster means: lines,curves which are equidistant at all corresponding points, analogous.

Parallel according to Follett by Gluckman means: Running side by side, moving or motion in the same direction, simultaneously.

Some refer to Parallel as two different places undergoing, simultaneously, identical experiences at the same time.

My niece C.K. came to visit from Swiss Frankonia for my Birthday. For the second time she was in the US on Election Day. The first time we
watched the 2012 Elections while visiting friends in South Central Los Angeles, and this year at my home. Each time we knew an election could
change how we live our lives from then on. CK had been educated by me as to what US Elections entailed in 2012; we held our breath as to who
was going to be our next President. In November 2014 we had little discussion since we were convinced no-one would put destructive… to the
people… politicians in power! Imagine the surprise when the Country FLIPPED within one day.

The 2014 mid-term Election changed the Country as quick as the weather changed.
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NURI formed in Guam on OCT 28th and fell apart over the Aleutians. It slowly decayed over the Bering Sea afterwards until dissipating over the
Aleutian Islands on November 13. Typhoon Wind gusts of 96 mph reported at Shemya (PASY), Western Aleutians.

CK and I drove to Onalaska, close to Mt. ST. Helens and visited some friends. While there, she conducted Past Life Regressions and we were
amazed how the past can affect our current life.

https://www.facebook.com/pages/Institut-f%C3%BCr-Integratives-Leben/1411330812454396

Our Favorite band, Society’s Child, was appearing at the Quinault Casino in Ocean Shores, WA. Taking up a friend on an invitation to spend the
weekend at a Cabin on a cliff overlooking the Pacific Ocean in Copalis, WA, off we went to have a good time and mingle with old friends. It was
beautiful.
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Parallel to our experience only about 50 miles East the fallout from Nuri raged and created dangerous situations. An Arctic Blast followed,
covering almost all of the country. For one of the few times EVER all 51 States were below freezing, this included Hawaii and Florida.

Snow, ice, tornadoes, flooding created havoc around the United States. Earthquakes, flooding, landslides and Volcanic eruptions plagued the rest
of the world.

7 feet of snow covered Buffalo, NY A few days later the temperature rose and created rivers of water due to rapid and massive snow melt.
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The news can make one’s head spin. International events do affect all of us, since we have become such a Global Community, we are all
interlinked.

Russia fired a missile designed to carry nucleur weapons from a submarine off the coast of the Aleutian Islands. Also, Russia finally began cleanup
of the shot down plane over Ukraine. Flight Ml 17 crashed in July 2014 and is now being cleaned up, four months after the crash, in which 298
people were killed.
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In Egypt Hosni Mubarak was cleared of all charges except one, which will regain his freedom in about 3 months. The Pope traveled to Turkey
trying to establish interfaith communications within that region.

Falling short ONE (1) Yes-vote on building the Keystone Pipeline avoided a war with our Native population. The Rosebud Nation viewed the
building of the pipeline as an act of war on the Lakota Nations. A large part of America was relieved, having examined the damage of such a
pipeline to the environment and the people living in the vicinity of such an undertaken. Social Media was a big help, because many of us agreed
with our Native Neighbors and were grateful that the politicians in our parallel Universe failed to pass the bill. A new vote is expected in 2015
and we hope by that time smarter heads will again prevail and the massive destruction of large parts of the country will be avoided.
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My UFO from 2002, which I filmed from a flight from St. Louis to Phoenix is no longer unidentified. It was a DRONE, at a time when
no-one even thought about getting hit by a drone while flying an airplane.
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Speaking of St. Louis…..

FERGUSON has become a landmark word for racial unrest due to SOME Law Enforcement having gotten out of hand with their conduct in
reference to people of color and the killings being falsely documented by some Police officers involved in the shootings and other methods of
killings.

The shooting of Michael Brown was what finally promoted the country to speak out against the brutality displayed towards citizens.

I live close to JBLM. This is where the Striker Bragade and other Units of the Military were trained in Urban warfare. Add the fact that we have
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been involved in wars for many years and it is now a way of life for some of our young people. They are trained and have lived in situations for
years in which they had to watch every move someone made around them. Not doing so would have gotten them killed. Many suffer from PTSD. I
had numerous discussions with ex-soldiers about the fact that when we militarize the Police Department, of which many employ ex-soldier it is very
likely that the military way of thinking re-enters their reality. This is not to say this happens in all cases, but it would explain some of the behavior of
our Friends and Protectors. Maybe it is not a good thing to staff the departments with so many having come from such a background.

Role of the grand jury in indictment.

The decision not to charge the Officer came down and Social Media exploded, as expected.

I did not want to post this on my page as not to add to the frustration and emotions of some. But I had a live link to Ferguson. 12 minutes AFTER
the announcement there was a row of people to the right side of the street, Police in Riot Gear were behind a Police car. Out of NOWHERE …not
sure if it was 5 or 6 white people came and flipped the first police car. I was in the US in the 60’s. Most people wanting change are not hoodlums,
they usually come from other places trying to start trouble. Walking or sitting on the freeway, then Highways, was the fastest, most effective way to
make a point. It affected many people and they demanded a solution… RIGHT NOW… It worked in most cases. Changes need to happen NOW, it
affects all of us, law is out of hand, Ferguson just happened to be the final straw. When this is finally over we will ALL be safer for it.

Ferguson Live video for NL. I am Mike Brown Live from Ferguson, MO

The parents of Micheal Brown in an unprecedented move addressed the United Nations. As a result, the UN advised the US to tone down Police
Brutality…how is that for the leading country in the free world!? Other Nations have joined the protests about the “FERGUSON” issue. Attorney
General Holder will be holding summit/talks on race and Law Enforcement in Atlanta, GA during the 1st week of December.

The predictions for 2015, live streamed on October 18th 2014 appear to indicate our Parallel Universe View of the events dealing with
“FERGUSON” will continue way into 2015.

Here is a story for you….

While C. K’s visit we occasionally slept at conflicting times. While I rested CK was busy running my sometimes unorganized household. She was
taking a breather from yet, another task. She was sitting in my chair, which is located across from the couch when the following happened: I was
sound asleep and the phone rang. It was me calling myself from MY HOUSEPHONE. I must have been in my Parallel Universe! We determined I
have a Parallel Universal SELFI-PHONE!
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Love and Light,

Lilian

Here are the predictions for 2015… filmed in our new DH STUDIO at TCTV.

I discovered that the following term means Protests: You may have changed your time & go back to the present, which will change what you said
before; Be careful- a single face has a thousand masks.
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